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Welcome!
Thank you very much for your interest in using the Scottish Raptor Monitoring Scheme’s Online Recording System
(SRMS Online). If you are new to the Scheme, please get in touch with the Scottish Raptor Monitoring Coordinator
and complete and return a SRMS Registration Form, which can be accessed here. We would also encourage you to
familiarise yourself with the Scheme’s Data Sharing & Use Policy and Privacy Statement in order for you to understand
how the SRMS may use the data you provide and how we protect your personal information.

This document is designed to introduce you to the structure of SRMS Online and its basic functions. There is also a
more detailed ‘SRMS Online Guidance Manual’ available if you are looking for more detail on any aspect of this
document. Please help us to keep these documents current by letting us know of any errors, omissions or any
aspects which could be improved. Please email any feedback to the Scottish Raptor Monitoring Coordinator on
srmc@bto.org.
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1 Getting started
You will need a BTO Surveys (MyBTO) username and password to log in to SRMS Online. Before you can use SRMS
Online for the first time, you will need to do the following:
1. Please get in touch with the Scottish Raptor Monitoring Coordinator (srmc@bto.org) to indicate that you would
like to start using SRMS Online, referencing your MyBTO username.
2. If you are new to the BTO surveys online recording, you can register a MyBTO account at https://www.bto.org/mybto. We encourage you to register with the same email address that you want to use for communications with the
SRMS and to choose a username which is easily recognisable, ideally in the format we already use in our databases
(forename_surname), for example John_Doe, thus making our cross referencing easier.
3. Please wait until you hear back from the SRMC that your account is ready. This may take a little while, especially
if you have already been contributing data towards the Scheme, as we aim to pre-load your sites into the system
for your convenience, unless you have otherwise indicated in your SRMS Registration Form.
4. When you log into the system for the first time, make sure you review any preloaded locations. It is possible that
you will notice discrepancies in the coding or between the plotted positions of nest sites and where you know
them to actually be on the ground now you have the benefit of visualising them against the backdrop of a
map/aerial photograph. You should therefore take the opportunity to adjust the position and other details of these
nest sites prior to starting to use the system and recording data against them.
5. Let us know if there are any group accounts to be created, for more detail, see (see 2.1.1).

Logging in
You can get to SRMS Online either via https://app.bto.org/demography/srms/public/login.jsp or clicking directly on
the green ‘Login to SRMS Online’ button on the home page of the SRMS website.
Once you are at the SRMS Online login page, logging is a simple
two-step process:

1. Enter your username and password and click the ‘Login’
button;
2. Check you are ‘Operating As’ the correct person/group (see
2.1.1).
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Key elements
Once logged in you will see the SRMS Home Page. Here you will find links to access the main parts of the system. See
below for the descriptions of the key elements.

1
3

4
5
2

1. Dropdown menus to various aspects of the application’s functionality and ‘Help’ (for Quick-start Guide,
Guidance Manual, FAQ’s and contact details).
2. Confirmation of your login identity (showing your BTO Surveys/MyBTO User ID).
3. Details of the individual or formal/informal recording group you are operating as and a ‘Change’ button to
switch who you operate as.
4.

Handy access buttons for the core aspects of the system, also available via the dropdown menus at the top.

5. Scheme partner logos with direct access to their individual websites.

2 Linking with others within the system
There are two ways you can associate your data with other data providers in the system, both of which can be found
under the ‘My Contributors’ menu tab. You can either allow/be given different levels of access to other people/groups
in the system through ‘Manage Permissions’ (see 2.1.1) and then ‘Operate As’ them in order to manage records, or
use the ‘Observer List’ (see 2.1.2) functionality, in order to create a list of observers in order to record their initials
against any visit records. We would highly encourage every individual and different type of group to consider how they
would like to interact in the system in relation to the people they work with, prior to using the system to ensure a
consistent approach. You may refer to the more detailed SRMS Guidance Manual for assistance with this.
2.1.1

Permission Management and ‘Operating As’

While you should always log into SRMS Online using your personal details, thereafter, you may have a choice of SRMS
Online accounts (Operating Groups) that you are able to access and ‘Operate as’. It is therefore important to ensure
that before beginning to input or view data, you are ‘Operating As’ (1) the correct group or individual by looking at the
top right corner of the menu bar. If you find you are not operating as the group/individual you want to be, you can
switch this by clicking the blue ‘Change’ button (2) at the top-right of the screen. This will bring up a list of
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groups/accounts you have access to (see below), and you can select one by clicking the ‘Operate’ button (3). Each time
you log into SRMS Online, the application will remember the account you last operated as and will automatically set
you to operate as that account.

1

2

3
You can manage the list of ‘Operating Groups’ and the permission levels under the ‘Manage Permissions’ icon on the
Home Page, or via the ‘My Contributors’ pathway on the menu bar. This will bring you to the view below, where you
can click the ‘Add User’ (4) button, in order to add accounts/groups and specify the level of access you want to give
them to your account. Note that you will need to know their MyBTO Username in order to do so. Once you have
done this, your account will appear as an option they can ‘Operate As’ (1). If you have either Principal or Deputy
credentials in a group account, the ‘Add User’ button will be called ‘Add Observer’ and you will have the ability to
add or remove members from the group, and assign roles to its members. If you want a new group account to be
created, please contact the SRMC. You can find more information on the permission levels in section 2.1.1 of the
Guidance Manual.

4
2.1.2

‘Observer List’ and ‘Initials’

If you would rather keep things simple, and would like to input data for yourself and/or on behalf of others under
your own account, you can do this by creating a list of observers (1) found under the ‘My Contributors’ menu tab.
Here, you can add people on the list, whose initials will then become available on the dropdown called ‘Initials’
menu on the data entry forms.

1

2
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In order to add people onto your list, you will need to fill in the SRMS Observer Code field in the format of First
name_Last Name (e.g. John_Doe) and press ‘Add’ (2). If your chosen Observer Code is recognised in the database of
existing data contributors, it will be brought to your observer list. You can give the individual the initials and name in
the format of your liking that you will recognise. In case the Observer Code you entered does not work, or you have
someone you know who needs added onto the database (let’s say you have someone who has only just joined
raptor monitoring), please get in touch with the SRMC, who will be able to help.

3 Location management
SRMS Online provides both a map-based and list-based means of creating permanent ‘locations’ against which you
will be able to record details of occupancy and breeding attempts. The online recording system will allow us to better
handle data for species that may have multiple alternate nest sites and also allow us to handle records of observations
away from the immediate vicinity of nest sites. The system also allows people to draw boundaries to delimit their
Study Areas (see 3.1) and record survey effort (still in development), which is extremely valuable information when it
comes to understanding change over time (i.e. trends).
Typically, we would expect you will want to create permanent locations (which can be either nest or observation sites,
such as a vantage point, a VP) for species such as Osprey, Peregrine, Golden Eagle and Raven, which occupy traditional
Home Ranges (see 3.2.) and Nest Sites (see 3.3). You can set up one, or multiple nest site locations for species which
can have several alternatives nest sites, within a single home range. Alternatively, you may choose the option of
creating sites ‘on the fly’ by adding ‘Observations’. This may also be more appropriate for raptor species with more
ephemeral nest sites such as Hen Harrier or Merlin. We will discuss this in more detail under section 4.
You can manage your nest- and observation sites either through the Home Page and clicking ‘Manage Locations’ (1)
or via the ‘Locations’ (2) menu bar at the top of the screen. While you have the opportunity to visualise and filter all
your sites (e.g. by species (4)) on the ‘Map View’, you can also see them listed under ‘List View’ by toggling between
the two on the ‘Location Tools’ box (3) to the left of the map. Map View and List View are fully integrated and you can
switch from one to the other at any time.

2
3
1
4
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Study Areas
As mentioned above, Study Areas are another type of an independent spatial feature (on top of Nest- and Observation
Sites) we highly encourage you to use. The SRMS defines a Study Area as a discreet geographical area that should
receive complete coverage from one year to the next. Such monitoring is most valuable to the SRMS as it allows us to
more readily keep track and report on the health of our raptor populations.
A given Study Area has an associated geographic extent that represents the area you survey and will be used for
recording fieldwork effort (in development). When defining study areas:



You should define multiple non-overlapping study areas, if your fieldwork covers two or more distinct
geographic areas.
You should define what species you are monitoring within your Study Area. This will allow us to record
different extent of coverage and monitoring effort for different species. You should also define ‘Since’ (and
‘Till’, if your conditions change) when you have monitored this area for the particular species. This can be done
via the ‘Record Species Monitored’ icon to the left of the map (1).
You can draw a new Study Area by clicking the ’Study Area’ icon in the ‘Create Tools’ box to
the left of the map and start by clicking the map. Once you have completed drawing the
boundaries, a window will automatically appear, prompting you to fill in associated
information, such as habitat details. You then can complete the creation of the Study Area
by clicking ‘Save’ at the bottom right corner of the pop-up window. You will now be able to
see your Study Area on the map and list view, and edit it by clicking it and choosing
‘View/Edit Details’ (2) icon to the left of the map.

2
1

If you do not consider that your monitoring currently constitutes a study per se as described above, but rather, you
have a less targeted approach to your monitoring, we would encourage you to consider consolidating your raptor
monitoring into a Study Area(s) and adopting an approach resembling that of the Raptor Patch. If this would be
something you would consider doing and would appreciate assistance with, please don’t hesitate to get in touch with
the SRMC.

Home Ranges
As described in Hardey, J. et al. (2013), surveys of birds of prey focus largely on determining whether Home Ranges
are occupied and locating active nest sites within specific Study Areas to monitor breeding attempts. You will notice
that in order to accommodate this, if you have any nest sites preloaded onto the system, where possible, we will have
created Home Ranges which we have grouped your nest sites under. While the concept of Home Ranges is very familiar
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to most raptor workers, we are aware that these codes do not mean much to you, so bear with us. These codes have
been introduced in order to standardise coding across all records in our database and the system aims to group
alternate nest sites belonging to the same pair of birds under one single home range. You can view how we have
grouped your existing sites in the ‘List View’ (see 3.4) under ‘Location Groups’. While we would expect these to reflect
your understanding of these Home Ranges on the ground, please let us know if there are any obvious mistakes. Note
that this work is ongoing at SRMS so alterations in the coding in the future are possible.

Nest and Observation Sites in Map View
In addition to Study Areas, in the Map View you can create two types of visit location: Nest Sites and Observation
Sites. Again, these can be created by clicking the appropriate button in the ‘Create Tools’ box to the left of the screen,
and filling the appropriate details on the pop up window or via ‘Visit Locations’ on the data entry forms. When clicking
the screen to add a new site, the system will automatically prompt you to select the Home Range (see 3.2) you would
like to add your site to. If there are any Home Ranges already in the system, that cover this area, these will be listed in
the drop down menu; alternatively you can add your nest- or observation site to a new Home Range by clicking ‘Create
new Home Range’ (1) option. You can review the list of all Home Ranges and their associated nest- or observation sites
in the List View.
After you have locations recorded in the system, you can see them both on the map and list views, and see and amend
their details by clicking them, and choosing ‘View/Edit Details to
the left of the screen which replaces the ‘Creation Tools’ when
existing sites are chosen. You can now also create Visit Data (see
section 4) against these locations, documenting observations
and details of a given breeding attempt within a particular Home
Range. We would encourage you to refer to the Guidance
Manual for guidance on how to approach coding your sites or
1
reviewing those already in the system.

The List View
If you prefer to work with coordinates obtained from paper maps or a handheld GPS/Smartphone, List View provides
an alternative approach to the map interface. Again, you can toggle on the List View by choosing this in the ‘Location
Tools’ (1) box to the left of the map. The list view will automatically bring you to a view filtered to Location Groups
(i.e. Home Ranges). Here you can see listed all of the Home Ranges, and click open (by choosing a Home Range on the
list, and clicking the green ‘List’ button) to view all the nest sites within them. You can alternatively view your whole
list of all individual locations (including nest sites, observation sites and study areas) by choosing the ‘Locations’ option
in the ‘View By’ box (2). Note that in both views, you will be able to filter within each column by using the filter box at
the top, right under the column titles.

1

2
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In the List View, you have the same exact functions as you do in the Map View. For example, by clicking a nest site, an
option to View/Edit will appear, and you will have the same ‘Create Tools’ (where you can now input a known grid
reference) to the left of the table, as seen in Map View. By clicking a nest site on the table, you can also select ‘Show
on Map’, which will bring you back to the Map View, zooming into your selected location.

Deleting and archiving sites
You are naturally also able to remove sites both from your List View and Map View, either permanently or by archiving
them. We do not encourage you to delete sites that are correct and which you have previously recorded data against.
However if you discover, for example, that as part of the site preloading process, some of your nest sites have been
duplicated, you can delete them simply by selecting them either in the List- or Map View and selecting the ‘Delete’
button that appears to the left of the map. If you have sites in your list, that you have visited, but would like to ‘retire’
to make your Map- and List View cleaner, you will be able to do so. In ‘Location Management’ you will have an orange
icon called ‘Advanced Tools’ (1) on the top right, just below the ‘Logout’ button. Here you will be able to either archive
or reactivate sites in terms of their visibility in both List View and Map View. It may be particularly useful to keep
records of sites archived within the system, in case you for example want to share a site with somebody in the future,
in order to encourage them to begin monitoring it.

1

4 Data Recording
Within SRMS Online, you can capture, store and manage monitoring data (both observations at and away from known
nest sites) as Visits. SRMS Online enables the capture of visit-by-visit information, which the existing SRMS
spreadsheet does not readily accommodate. This will increase the value of the data submitted to the Scheme,
particularly for being able to compare breeding outcomes between areas and years. It’s therefore worth having an
overview of how SRMS Online categorises records, since the software allows you to do it in a couple of different ways,
each tailored to suit a different type of recording in the field. By understanding these methods prior to getting started,
you’ll get to grips with the system more quickly. In short, your recording will concentrate around creating either oneoff observations of occupancy or creating logs of monitoring visits, when you monitor a breeding attempt (or lack
thereof) at a fixed location. It is therefore likely that it would be appropriate for you to record your visits into the
system throughout the season, especially if you do a lot of monitoring, rather than trying to remember the details of
each visit at the end of the season. While this is different to what you may be used to, this allows us to account for
information from each monitoring visit you undertake, and thus to better track when exactly certain things take place,
such as fledging.

1

To create a record of your recent visit, you can either do this from the Home Page (via the ‘Start a New Visit Log’ or
‘Add a New Observation’ icons), or by clicking the ‘Visit Data’ (1) menu tab at the top left of your screen. Here we
have created a couple of different pathways for you, in order to make it easier for you to get to where you want to go.
By clicking open ‘Add Visit Data’, you will be given two options, either to go and explore ‘Logs of this season’ which
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will allow you to explore the Visit Logs for this given breeding season you have already started, and add additional visit
records to them. Alternatively, if you want to create a visit record against a site that you have not recorded against yet
this season, you can choose ‘New Visit’. Here you will be given the option to either add records to nest sites and their
associated Home Range that have already been saved in the system under ‘Add a record to a known Home Range’,
or to create an ‘On the Go’ observation under ‘Add an observation’.

Inputting records against a known Home Range
Ideally, this applies to nest boxes and platforms and natural sites that are used year after year, such as those used by
eagles. As discussed above, SRMS Online allows you to create these (nest sites and observation sites) sites in advance—
their exact locations, type of site, height etc.—rather than having to key the same information about them every year
from scratch. Then when you monitor a nest at one of these locations, you can just start a Visit Log, select the nest
site in question, and move straight onto recording details of each monitoring visit you have undertaken.

5
2
1

4

3

You can start a new Visit Log by selecting the ‘Add Data to a Known Home Range’ option from the ‘Visit Data’ –‘Add
Visit Data’ menu link from the top bar. In case you have already opened a log (i.e. added visits) for a site, you should
go and add a visit to an existing log, either via the ‘Explore Visit Logs’ or via ‘Add Visit Data’ and ‘Logs of this Season’
pathway. More detail about how to interact with existing logs can be found in section 5.
When you arrive at the Visit Log form (above), in order to save space on screen, the section (1) on the top asking for
Home Range details has been divided into five tabs, each containing a different set of fields. The ‘Core Fields’ (2) tab
contains those fields you really must complete to provide a worthwhile monitoring record but there are many other
fields available in the other tabs. Please,
1. Complete (at least) those fields marked with red asterisks on the ‘Core Fields’ tab of the log form. On the other
tabs, you will have the ability to fill in extra details, such as information on the individual birds under ‘Pair
Details’. We would encourage you to start by choosing your Home Range first, as details of species and habitat
can be pre-populated this way for your convenience.
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2. Fill in the visit details below the Visit Log Form (3), including the specific location (4), and one or more
explanatory status codes indicating what was seen at the site on this particular visit. Here you can record visit
date, counts of contents and status codes (note you can record several!). Click the green ‘Save Visit(s)’ button
at the end of the visit row when done. Note, that you will be able to create multiple visits for one site in one
go and they will be staged on top of each other in this display. The default is for visits to be saved in ascending
date order but you can change this to descending order by clicking the ‘Settings’ button in the top right of your
view (only needs to be done once).
3. Once you have completed your records for that location for this time around, you can start a new blank visit
log by clicking the ‘Start new Visit Log’ (5) button at the top of the screen.
Note that if you have visited a known Home Range, but made observations either at a new alternative nest site or you
have made an observation away from a nest (i.e. at an ‘Observation Site’), you also have the ability to create new nest
sites and observation sites as a part of your visit record under the ‘Visit Location’ field (4).

Recording ‘On-the-Go’ information
If you have locations where the nests you monitor are unlikely to ever be in exactly the same place twice, e.g. if you
are monitoring Hen Harriers, SRMS Online allows you to record these in a more straightforward manner, without
having to create a nest site in ‘Location Management’. Here you choose the ’Add an observation’ option under the
‘Visit Data’ menu or at the Home Page and create either a nest site and an observation site (along the manner discussed
above under 4) ‘on-the-go’, without having to specify the Home Range this falls under. We would consider this
especially suitable for species who do not use the same nest site year after year, such as Short Eared Owls or Hen
Harriers, or when you are making pure observations in a completely new area, such as your Raptor Patch when no
nest sites have been pinned down yet. Both nest sites and observation sites will be displayed on the map the same
way as if you had created them under ‘Location Management’ in order for you to visualise where you have conducted
monitoring.

Recording additional information against Status codes
Note that once you have saved visits, you will be able, depending on the code you have used, to click the Status Code
and to add additional information against them. These include for example details of fledged birds and records of
evidence against a failure. This functionality is currently under construction and will be made available in
spring/summer 2020.

Exploring your data and adding visits to open Visit Logs
If you are inputting monitoring records ‘live’ during the season, you’ll need to be able to revisit them easily to add
more visit data or to simply check up on the status of a specific site. You can do this either by choosing ‘Explore Visit
Data’ under the ‘Visit Data’ menu, or the ‘Add Visit/ Explore Visit Data’ icon on the Home Page, which will bring you
to the list of all your visit records. You also have the pathway of ‘Add Visit Data’ and ‘Logs of this Season’, which will
filter down your records to only those relevant to the current breeding season. Here (see below) you will be presented
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with various fields for the purpose of filtering the list of records you are about to see. Complete the fields if you want
to filter or just leave them blank to see all your records and click ‘Search’ when done. Note that there may be a slight
lag returning the results as the data is retrieved from the secure BTO server. Your records will be displayed in a table
that is divided into pages—you can click through the pages by clicking the navigation numbers at the bottom of the
table and you can further filter and sort the records. Ten rows per page are displayed by default, but you can change
this by altering the ‘Show * entries’ setting to the top left of your records table.
If you just want to revisit one record, click open the row of the appropriate log and you’ll be taken to the list of visits
of the particular visit log. Or if you want to revisit several records in succession, select them by clicking the tick boxes
next to them and click the blue ‘Open HR Logs’ button near the top right of the screen. The Visit Log inputting screen
will open on the first nest record in your ordered selection. Here you can either edit previous visit records or add new
visits. When you have finished and want to move onto the next nest record, click the ‘Next’ button at the very top of
the inputting form, in order to move between the logs.

5 Completing your logs and “submitting your records”
SRMS Online will automatically consider a Visit Log completed when an outcome code representing either successful
fledging of at least one chick (representing success), the loss of the entire clutch/brood (representing failure), nonoccupancy or an unknown outcome has been used. Unlike with ringing records, you do not need to make your nest
records available explicitly. Instead, a nest record is considered submitted when it is not ‘Unfinished’ so therefore
you should ensure that all of your visit data has been recorded by the October 31st deadline. Whenever you change a
nest record, including changing its outcome, those changes are immediately saved, i.e. there is no process of
‘resubmitting’ a nest record.
You naturally also have the ability to export
data out of your account (and any accounts
you have appropriate permission level for).
To the top right of your visit data table, you
have the tools to either view crosstab
results of your data on the screen, or to export your raw records out of the system. More advanced reporting
functionality is also currently in development by the BTO IT team, which we hope to be able to deploy within SRMS
Online at a later date for your convenience.
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